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Thermal Oxidation of AlGaAs:
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Abstract—A simple physical model is developed for the thermal
oxidation process of AlGaAs using the continuity equation. The
model is based on the principle of oxidant mass conservation.
Theoretical calculations are compared with experimental data to a
good agreement. The model is then applied to the study of VCSEL
batch fabrication. Several control parameters are discussed
including AlGaAs layer thickness, aluminum composition, initial
mesa size, spacing between two adjacent devices, oxidation time,
and oxidation temperature.

Index Terms—Material science and technology, oxidation, oxide
structure, semiconductor process modeling, surface-emitting
lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A LUMINUM-OXIDE (AlOx) formed by selectively
oxidized high aluminum (Al) content AlGa As

( ) [1] has received much attention due to its appli-
cations in optoelectronic and electronic devices such as edge-
emitting lasers [2], vertical-cavity surface-emitting-lasers
(VCSELs) [3], gallium-arsenide-on-insulator (GOI) metal-
semiconductor field-effect-transistors (MESFETs) [4], and
strongly coupled distributed-feedback structures [5]. AlOx is
desirable in many applications due to its high selectivity on Al
composition, electrical insulating properties, and low refractive
index. Furthermore, AlOx is compatible with III-V semicon-
ductor epitaxy techniques such as molecular-beam epitaxy
(MBE) and metal-organic vapor-phase deposition (MOCVD).
Therefore, not only can AlOx be buried and fabricated on
nonplanar substrates [5], the oxide front shape can also be
controlled [5], [6] and has good interface qualities [7].

For single-mode VCSELs and high-performance optoelec-
tronic and electronic devices, small and accurate apertures are
required. Because repeating the oxidation process on the same
sample often results in adverse effects, such as oxide delamina-
tion or poor device performance, the oxidation process is typ-
ically regarded as a “one-shot” deal that cannot be repeated to
fine-tune the oxide depth. Hence, a series of calibration runs is
typically used to determine the oxidation rate to be used in a
subsequent batch process. The device yield critically depends
on the calibration procedure and accuracy.
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Although it is common sense to use calibration samples that
are as similar in structure as possible to the device samples, it
is often not practical due to the facilitation of quick oxide depth
measurements and expense of the wafers. For example, for
the fabrication of VCSELs, “dummy” structures with straight
waveguides and different layer structures are often used for
calibration, to reduce calibration cost and time. The oxidation
layer is also placed at a depth shallow enough so that the
oxide depth can be measured directly from the surface. The
difference between the “dummies” and devices raises the issues
of the precision of the calibration runs. However, even for
identical nominal structures and processes, the oxidation rate
was not always repeatable to the accuracy required for devices
such as single-mode VCSELs. Therefore, it is crucial to find
an accurate and reliable model of AlGaAs oxidation that can
extrapolate required parameters and predict the oxidation rate
for real device structures based on simple calibration samples.

Several authors have proposed models to quantitatively
[8]–[13] or qualitatively [14] explain the experimental obser-
vations of oxidation dependence on AlGaAs structures. The
typical starting point is the Deal and Grove model of silicon
oxidation [15] and its extension to the two-dimensional case
[16]. The diffusion equation was used as the master equation.
A few different boundary conditions have been considered
in the literature. These include zero oxidant concentration
at the AlGaAs–GaAs boundaries [11], thickness-dependent
oxidation rate at the oxide–AlGaAs interface [12], and different
gas transport constant [9]. Although they all seem to fit the
presented experimental data well, there are some drawbacks in
these existing models. For example, the model in [11] assumed
vanishing oxidant concentration at the AlGaAs–GaAs bound-
aries, which results in no oxide growth at these boundaries. This
contradicts the experimental observations. On the other hand,
although the model in [12] successfully used the capillary effect
to explain part of the thickness dependence, it still required the
use of a phenomenological thickness-dependent prefactor,
which is not universal. These drawbacks make the existing
models incomplete and difficult to apply to the process control.

In this paper, we propose a unified model to fill the inconsis-
tencies among the previous work described above. The main
goal is to develop an analytical model which incorporates
enough physics but still simple enough to be easily applied to
the process control of device fabrication.

Two main differences between our model and others in the lit-
erature are as follows. First, we started with the complete conti-
nuity equation including the previously ignored drift or velocity
term in the equation. Ignoring the drift term reduces the con-
tinuity equation to the diffusion equation used in the Deal and
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Grove model [15] and subsequently all the previous oxidation
models [8]–[13]. In the Deal and Grove model, it was justifi-
able to ignore the drift term because the diffusion length
(the diffusion coefficient in the order of 100 m min and
the time scale in minutes result in a diffusion length in the order
of submicrons to several microns) was much smaller than the
opening aperture (tens to hundreds of microns) exposed to the
oxidant/reactants. However, this is totally opposite for the AlOx
oxidation process, where the diffusion length is much greater
than the submicron opening aperture in size.

The drift term typically describes the transport behavior of the
oxidant across the oxide layer already present. It could originate
from several possible blockade mechanisms existing along the
oxidant transport path [17]. We will show that this term explains
well the to-date unexplained thickness dependence on oxidation
rate.

Secondly, we consider that the reaction between AlGaAs and
the oxidant molecules depends only on parameters in the molec-
ular scale such as the Al composition and the crystal orientation.
Thus, our unified model has only a single equation and is easily
applied to the analysis of batch processing control of device fab-
rication.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
derive the master equation for AlGaAs oxidation. The general
boundary conditions are also discussed. In Sections III and IV,
we solve the master equation in two different configurations,
one with AlGaAs exposed by a straight mesa and the other with
AlGaAs exposed by a circular mesa. Section V applies the re-
sults obtained from Section IV to the analysis of VCSEL fabri-
cation. Several processing control parameters are discussed in-
cluding AlGaAs layer thickness, aluminum composition, initial
mesa size, spacing between two adjacent devices, oxidation time
and oxidation temperature. Section VI summarizes the results.

II. M ASTER EQUATION FOR OXIDATION RATE

Thermal oxidation of AlGaAs utilizes the high reactivity be-
tween Al atoms and water molecules to form robust AlOx. The
oxidant needs to be transported from the gas phase to the solid
interface of AlGaAs through the diffusion process as shown in
Fig. 1(a). To describe the thermal oxidation of AlGaAs with a
physical model that is suitable for the process control of de-
vice fabrication, we need to know how the oxidant is transported
from the gas phase to the interface between the oxide front and
AlGaAs. The most important parameter to be determined is the
oxidation rate as a function of time for a given device struc-
ture and oxidation condition. Several device structure factors
that will affect the oxidation rate include AlGaAs layer thick-
ness, composition profile, facet orientation, mesa geometry, and
spacing between devices. On the other hand, oxidation condi-
tions that will affect the oxidation rate include furnace temper-
ature and water steam flow rate.

The oxidant is transported by the carrier gas, usually dry ni-
trogen, to the gas/oxide interface. The gas transport effect was
reported only to be important when the spacing between two
devices is closer than 200 nm [9]. We will only consider this
effect when we discuss VCSEL array processing. After the ox-
idant reaches the gas/oxide interface, it is absorbed into the

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1. Schematics of thermal oxidation of AlGaAs. (a) Cross-sectional view.
(b) Top view for lateral oxidation in a straight mesa configuration. (c) Top view
lateral oxidation in a circular mesa configuration.

oxide and diffused through the oxide region to the oxide–Al-
GaAs interface. Reaction of the oxidant with AlGaAs trans-
forms the AlGaAs into oxide, which has a smaller volume. Ox-
idation by-products AsHand H [14] diffuse out. The oxidant
advances the oxide front by a distance that is determined by
the instantaneous oxidation rate. The determination of oxidation
rate can, therefore, be fully characterized by oxidant transport
through the oxide followed by the balance of the reaction rate.

Similar to the physical framework of fluid mechanics [18],
we work on a length scale that is large enough such that all
microscopic interaction between oxidant molecules or between
oxidant molecules and the oxide matrix can be lumped into a
few macroscopic physical states, while on the other hand, the
length scale is small enough such that the oxidant molecules as
a whole can be treated as a continuum.

We define as the concentration (mass density) of the
oxidant at position and assume the temperature is uniform
throughout the sample under consideration. Because of the con-
servation of oxidant mass, the oxidant transport through the
oxide is governed by the continuity equation as follows [19].

(1)

In (1), is the diffusion coefficient. We can separate the ve-
locity term in (1) into two parts as ,
the part which is independent of the layer thickness,
and the part which is a function of the layer thickness.
The physical origin of this velocity term results from the oxi-
dant transport blockade via several possible mechanisms as fol-
lows. The steady convection of oxidant comes from the
pressure difference built up by oxidation reaction by-product
out-diffusion or external forces such as surface tension at the
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oxide/AlGaAs interface. Possible physical origins for in-
clude the following: 1) the internal stress in the oxide in which
case where is the mobility of the oxidant
and is a second-rank tensor corresponding to the internal
stress [8], [20], [21] and 2) the oxidant diffusion path termina-
tion due to formation of porous AlOH , stuffing of pores in
the oxide with As containing reaction by-products [14], [17].
The exact thickness dependence of requires microscopic
physical and chemical properties of the diffusion and oxidation
processes. In this paper, we consider only the lowest-order con-
tribution, that is to keep only the first few terms from the Taylor
expansion of with respect to . We can write

(2)

where is the leading order of the expansion andis a propor-
tionality constant with a unit (m min). The negative sign
in (2) indicates this velocity acts effectively as a blocking force
for oxidant transport in the oxide [8], [17]. In most of the the-
oretical works on AlGaAs oxidation, this velocity term is ig-
nored and, therefore, the structure-dependent oxidant transport
phenomenon is not included at the same time either.

The boundary conditions to (1) are given by the balance of
two kinetic processes. One is the balance between the diffu-
sion current and the oxidant absorption rate at the
gas/oxide interface. The other is the balance at the oxide–Al-
GaAs interface. At the gas/oxide interface, we have

(3)

where is the gas transport coefficient that accounts for the
transfer of oxidant from the gas phase to just inside the oxide
surface and is the unit vector normal to the interface pointing
toward the oxide. The equilibrium oxidant concentration just in-
side the interface is proportional to the partial pressure of the
oxidant right outside the gas/oxide interface in the gas phase
through Henry’s law [15]. On the other hand, at the oxide–Al-
GaAs interface, we have

(4)

where is the reaction rate of the oxidation process at position
. is the unit vector normal and pointing outward from the

oxide–AlGaAs interface at . The reaction rate depends lo-
cally (molecular level) instead of globally on the Al composition
and crystal orientation. This has been shown in [22] that dig-
ital alloyed Al Ga As (AlAs–GaAs monolayer (ML) su-
perlattice) has similar oxidation rate as AlAs but is much faster
than a pure Al Ga As alloy.

All the physical parameters above including the diffusion co-
efficient , the reaction rate, and the gas transport coefficient

are functions of temperatures. Each of them can be expressed
in an Arrhenius form as follows [10]:

(5)

where stands for , , or , and is the activation energy
for the parameter. is a function of Al composition, crystal
orientations, structures, etc.

After solving from (1) with boundary conditions given
by (3) and (4), the oxidation rate at time can be obtained
by the following equation:

(6)

In (6), is the number of oxidant molecules incorporated
into a unit volume of the oxide layer. In Sections III and IV, we
will solve (1) for two different configurations. The mesas which
expose the AlGaAs for oxidation are considered to be straight
and circular in Sections III and IV, respectively.

III. L ATERAL OXIDATION FOR STRAIGHT MESAS

We consider lateral oxidation in the case that the mesa which
exposes the AlGaAs to be oxidized is a straight line as in a ridge
waveguide. We consider samples with uniform AlGaAs thick-
ness and composition in the epitaxial directionas shown in
Fig. 1(a) and (b) from the cross-sectional and the top views,
respectively. The oxidizable AlGa As ( ) layer is
sandwiched between two AlGa As ( ) layers with
negligible oxidation rates ( ). In the case when the thick-
ness-dependent term dominates the velocity term, for ex-
ample if internal stress is important, is replaced by (2). We
will treat in the expression as an unknown parameter at this
moment. The continuity (1) in this case reduces to the following:

(7)

There are four interfaces in this case: the gas/oxide, as well
as the oxide/top- and oxide/bottom- AlGa As , the oxide/
Al Ga As boundaries. These four interfaces determine the
four boundary conditions for the differential equation (7) as fol-
lows:

(8)

The oxidation rates at oxide/top- and oxide/bottom-
Al Ga As interfaces have been set to be zero in the last line
of (8) because the reaction ratesvanish at these interfaces.
The solution to (7) at steady state with the boundary conditions
given by (8) is

(9)

where

(10)

and

(11)
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The oxidation rate given by (6) can now be written as follows:

(12)

We consider two limiting cases. First, as the thickness ap-
proaches zero, that is , (12) reduces to

(13)

This exponential behavior for very thin layers gives an oxidation
process threshold at a seemingly very thin but finite thickness,
as observed experimentally in [8] to be around 15 nm.

On the other hand, for a very thick layer, the oxidation rate
(12) becomes the following:

for (14)

Equating (14) with and integrating both sides, we
obtain

(15)

where the rate constantsand are defined as follows:

(16)

Equation (15) is the same as predicted by Deal and Grove model
[15].

In the early stage of oxidation, i.e., when is small, the oxi-
dation process is reaction-rate limited. In this case, the first term
in the denominator of (12) can be neglected and the oxidation
rate can be written as follows:

for small (17)

We see that, due to the velocity term, the reaction ratein (16)
is changed according to the following:

(18)

The comparison of reported experimental data and (17) is
plotted in Fig. 2. Fairly good agreement between experiments
and the theory is obtained. The orderis found to be and
the prefactor is found to be 7 10 m min. Reference
[11] shows much gentler thickness dependence compared to
both [23] and [24]. This is because oxidation rate measurements
were taken at different oxidation depths, which will result in
different thickness dependence as described in detail below.

Equation (17) also shows that the oxidation rate is an explicit
function of the oxidation depth . On the other hand, (17)
shows different thickness dependence even under the conditions
of fixed rate constants , and , e.g., fixed temperatures. This
is plotted in Fig. 3. As the oxidation depth increases, the thick-
ness dependence becomes gentler but the “saturation” thickness,
upon which the oxidation rate can be considered independent

Fig. 2. Dependence of the oxidation rate on the AlGaAs layer thickness
for lateral oxidation with straight mesas. Solid lines are theoretical curves
calculated from (17) and points are reported experimental data.� = 2 is used
in the expressionv = ���a for all theoretical curves. Initial oxidation
stages are assumed in all the plots. Different oxidation depths are used in the
theoretical curves for [23], [24], and [11], respectively.

Fig. 3. Thickness dependence at a fixed temperature for different oxidation
stages.

of the thickness, becomes larger. When the thickness increases,
the thickness-dependence change becomes less noticeable and
eventually they reduce to linear-parabolic relation (15).

Fig. 4 shows the oxidation rate as a function of the oxida-
tion depth. In this plot, the parameters are chosen from [23]
as in Fig. 3. The oxidation rate in general decreases when the
oxidation depth increases. Physically, it means the oxidation
process gradually transits from a reaction-limited process to dif-
fusion-limited process. For a thinner layer thickness, the de-
crease of oxidation rate is much more drastic and is observed
at an earlier time. The decreasing rate is initially linear but be-
comes nonlinear later on. It corresponds to the transition from
linear to parabolic behavior predicted by approximated expres-
sion (15). When the oxidation depth becomes even larger, a non-
parabolic oxidation depth versus time behavior is expected. The
depth-dependent oxidation rate shows that extra care is needed
for the calibration process when layer thickness is less than

100 nm. In addition to typical parameters, such as oxidation
temperature and structure, the oxidation rate must be measured
at the same depths.
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Fig. 4. Oxidation rate at different oxidation depth. The same physical
parameters as in Fig. 3 are used. An appreciable oxidation rate decrease at
deeper oxidation depth is seen as the thickness is only 50 nm.

Fig. 5. Dependence of oxidation depth on oxidation time. Experimental points
are taken from [12]. Theoretical curves are calculated from (12). Rate constants
A andB used in the theoretical curves are 337�m and 540�m =min at 420 C
and 350�m and 1270�m =min at 450 C, respectively.

The dependence of oxidation depth on oxidation time com-
pared with experimental data of [12] is plotted in Fig. 5 along
with the theoretical curves calculated from (12). All physical pa-
rameters are kept the same for a given temperature. The values
we used are listed in the figure caption and agreed well with
the rate constants values reported in [12]. The theoretical curves
agree with the experimental data except for the case of 100-nm
layer thickness at 420C oxidation temperature. If a better fit-
ting is desired, the rate constanthas to be adjusted indepen-
dently to be 1.5 times the value used for 25-nm layer thickness
(not shown here).

IV. L ATERAL OXIDATION FOR CIRCULAR MESAS

For lateral oxidation in a circular mesa structure, the conti-
nuity equation differs from (7). In the case of inward oxidation,
for example oxide-confined VCSEL’s fabrication as shown in
Fig. 1(c), the continuity (1) becomes

(19)

The difference between (19) and (7) is purely geometrical. Note
a different sign has been used in the velocity term in (19) since
now acts as a blocking force in the “positive”direction.
The boundary conditions are similar to the lateral oxidation case
(9) except a different sign should be used in the first two condi-
tions as follows.

(20)

where and are the radii for the initial mesa and the oxide
front (final aperture), respectively. The solution to (19) or the
oxidation rate with boundary conditions (20) is given in the fol-
lowing:

(21)

In (21), is still defined by (10) and the exponential integral
function is defined as follows.

(22)

where PV denotes the principle value. The asymptotic behavior
of the exponential integral function (22) is [26]

(23)

where is the Euler constant 0.577 716…. In the limit of very
thick layer, i.e., , (20) reduces to

(24)

which is same as the result derived without considering the ve-
locity term [13], [26]. Integrating (24) with respect to the oxide
front radius gives us the required oxidation time for given
initial mesa and final aperture sizes as follows.

(25)
The behavior of (21) is shown in Fig. 6 and is compared with

the straight mesa case. In Fig. 6, rate constants forand
are assumed to be 7.2m and 28 m min, respectively. We
choose the initial mesa and final aperture diameters to be 50
and 3 m, respectively. Slightly gentler thickness dependence is
observed for the circular mesa case. Fig. 7 shows the comparison
at different oxidation stages for both geometries. It is seen that
the acceleration of the oxidation rate occurs in a later time for the
circular mesa case. This is because in the later oxidation stage,
a smaller oxidizable surface area is seen by the same amount of
oxidant supplied at the gas/oxide interface that has fixed radius

throughout the whole oxidation process. As we will show in
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the thickness dependence for different mesa geometries.
The rate constantsA andB are 7.2�m and 28�m =min, respectively.

Fig. 7. The comparison of the oxidation depth as a function of oxidation time
in the limit of very thick layer for both straight and circular mesas. Acceleration
of the oxidation rate at later time is seen for the case of the circular mesa.

the next section, the accelerated oxidation rate in circular mesa
structures makes the fabrication of single-mode VCSELs hard
to control.

V. PROCESSCONTROL OFVCSEL FABRICATION

In this section, we apply the equations derived in previous
sections to analyze the controllability of VCSEL fabrication.
It is important to review some important dimensions. First, the
typical aperture sizes for single-mode and multimode VCSELs
are 3–5 and 15m (diameter), respectively. The acceptable vari-
ation for multimode VCSELs is reasonably large, on the order of

2 m, with consequences being uniformity of power, voltage,
parasitics, and modulation response. On the other hand, the tol-
erance for single-mode VCSELs is very stringent, on the order
of submicrons, with the consequence being a higher side-mode
suppression ratio (SMSR) under modulation [27].

Secondly, typical oxide thickness used ranges from the high
end, simply quarter-wave of AlAs layer subtracted by the adja-
cent graded layers, to a low end, whose value is somewhat ar-
bitrary. The high end value is approximately 50 and 100 nm for
850-nm and 1.55-m VCSELs, respectively, whereas the low

end of 20–40 nm was proposed to reduce the index confinement
and series resistance.

Finally, the initial mesa size for a VCSEL is typically
40 m, limited by resistance and processing margins. The mesa
height is usually a few microns deep and the AlAs (AlOx) layer
is typically under 15–30 pairs of top distributed Bragg reflec-
tors (DBR) and very close to the active layer. The oxide depth
can only be observed after the device has been completely fab-
ricated and measured from the light-emitting aperture.

We investigate the roles of several externally controllable
processing parameters to the oxidation process. The control
parameters we will discuss include layer thickness, Al
composition , initial mesa size , the spacing between two
adjacent devices, oxidation time , and oxidation temperature

. The dependent variable of interest is the final aperture size
which, for example, determines the threshold current and

optical confinement in oxide-confined VCSEL’s processing.
The method we adopt here is to add certain fluctuation to the

processing control parameters and see how much variation we
obtain for the oxidation depth, or the final aperture size. The
physical parameters used in this study are mainly taken from
[26]. The rate constants and are taken to be 7.2m and
28 m min at 400 C, respectively. The temperature depen-
dence for the rate constants are represented by their activation
energies , as in (5) and are assumed to be 0.2 and 1.0 eV
for and , respectively. The ratio between the reaction rate
and the gas transport coefficientis taken to be 19. From the
following oxidation reaction formula [1]

AlAs H O Al O As O H (26)

we approximate . The diffusion coefficient can
therefore be obtained from (16) to be . The depen-
dence of the oxidation rate on Al composition is extracted
from [1] as the following empirical formula:

(27)

In (27), is the fraction of Al contained in AlGaAs alloy.

A. Dependence on Initial Mesa Size

First, we study the effect of initial mesa size. We consider two
cases with final apertures being 3m (single-mode) and 15m
(multimode) in diameter, respectively. We calculate the oxida-
tion time required for a given initial mesa size. Then the time is
fixed and total fluctuation on final apertures is
calculated for a given variation on the initial mesa dimension.

The result is shown in Fig. 8 as the diameter of the initial mesa
varies from 10 to 60 m (or from 20 to 60 m in the case of 15

m final aperture). For the same initial variation, the fluctuation
on the final aperture increases with initial mesa size. This is
because the larger the initial mesa is, the more time is required
to oxidize. Due to the acceleration of the oxidation rate in the
circular mesa case as discussed in Fig. 7, the oxidation depth
error is amplified. For the same reason, the fluctuation is nearly
double in single mode than multimode devices.

Fig. 8 shows that with an initial mesa accuracy of 1m, i.e.,
m, the final aperture variation can be 0.5 and 1.5m
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Fig. 8. Processing dependence on initial mesa size accuracy.

for multimode and single-mode devices, respectively. Hence,
this parameter does not have a significant effect on multimode
devices. However, it could be very critical for single-mode
yield.

B. Dependence on Oxidation Time

Next, we study the processing dependence on oxidation time.
Often, it takes time (from a few milliseconds to a few seconds)
to start and stop the oxidation process either by turning on/off
the oxidant flow or loading/unloading the sample from the ox-
idation furnace. This effect is shown in Fig. 9 for both 3- and
15- m aperture sizes. In contrast to the dependence on initial
mesa sizes, the smaller the initial mesa, the more variation in
the final aperture size we will obtain. This is because the smaller
the mesa is, the less time we need to finish the oxidation process
and therefore the uncertainty in time is less amplified. However,
this parameter does not appear to have a significant effect on ei-
ther single or multimode devices.

C. Dependence on Oxidation Temperature

The fluctuation of oxidation temperature may be due to sev-
eral factors. One factor is the stability of heating source and its
feedback controller that often can give us better than 1C sta-
bility. The offset between the real sample temperature and the
temperature readout is due to the time needed to achieve thermal
equilibrium between the oxidation furnace and the sample it-
self. In some simpler furnace design, the oxidant has no bypass
flow path and therefore the loading and unloading of the sample
causes large fluctuation (15 C) of the temperature. The mag-
nitude of the fluctuation depends on how fast the sample is
loaded or unloaded and therefore greatly depends on the oper-
ator. As shown in Fig. 10, this parameter does not impact sig-
nificantly on multimode devices.

On the other hand, even a 1C fluctuation in temperature can
results in a 1-m error in the final aperture size for single-mode
devices. For the temperature fluctuation as large as 5C, the
error of the final aperture will be too large to maintain an open
aperture. A closed-chamber design which has temperature and
pressure controllers as well as anin-situmonitoring capability is
therefore desirable to obtain better device reproducibility [28].

Fig. 9. Processing dependence on oxidation time accuracy.

Fig. 10. Processing dependence on oxidation temperature stability. The initial
mesa has a diameter 50�m.

D. Dependence on AlGaAs Layer Thickness

As discussed in Sections III and IV, the oxidation rate is a
strong function of AlGaAs layer thickness if the thickness is less
than 100 nm. Thus the calibration samples should have the same
thickness as the device samples. To seek better oxidation con-
ditions, a series of thickness-dependent calibration runs should
be done to find parameters such asand to be used in (21).
Once the thickness is chosen, the control of layer thickness can
reach a single ML level ( 3 ) for typical semiconductor ma-
terials for MBE and a few MLs for MOCVD, respectively. It
is shown in Fig. 11 that unless the layer thickness is less than
40 nm, the induced aperture size fluctuation is not appreciable.
However, for single-mode devices with AlGaAs layer thinner
than 40 nm, the oxidation rate control becomes very difficult
because the uniformity of the epitaxial layer needs to be con-
trolled to a subML level.

E. Dependence on Aluminum Composition

Next, we discuss the final aperture size fluctuation due to
Al composition variation. Even the layer thickness can be
controlled to a high precision with state-of-the-art MBEs or
MOCVDs, the Al composition can only achieve the accuracy
within in Al Ga As. This is primarily limited
by measurement accuracy of Al composition for large. Due
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Fig. 11. Processing dependence on AlGaAs layer thickness. The initial mesa
has a diameter 50�m. Thickness dependence from [23] at 350C is used.

Fig. 12. Processing dependence on Al composition. The initial mesa has a
diameter of 50�m.

to the exponential dependence of the oxidation rate on Al
composition as in (27), the error in the final aperture size is
very large even for multimode devices, as depicted by Fig. 12.
For single-mode devices, unless the Al composition precision
is as good as , the aperture size control becomes
unmanageable. Furthermore, the aperture size fluctuation
increases as the Al composition increases. One special case
is when the fluctuation drops to zero for pure AlAs, which
eliminates the possible composition fluctuations. Some authors
reported that digital alloyed AlGa As could have oxidation
behavior similar to AlAs [22]. It is likely that it may provide a
higher level of controllability to reduce the aperture fluctuation.

F. Dependence on Spacing Between Devices

Last, we discuss the process control of a VCSEL array fab-
rication. If the distance between two devices is smaller than
around 200 nm, the gas transport effect needs to be taken into
account to obtain correct oxidation rate [9]. According to [9],
the gas transport coefficientis scaled by a geometrical factor

determined by the spacing(in m) between two devices as
follows:

(28)

The distance fluctuation is mainly contributed from the accu-
mulation of initial mesa size errors from two adjacent VCSELs.
If the spacing between two devices is larger than 5m, the in-
duced aperture size fluctuation is only around 1Å, even when
spacing fluctuation in is as large as 5m. A typical VCSEL
array has spacing between devices being around 15m or more
[29]. Therefore, the spacing control is often not an issue in the
process control.

In summary, the processing repeatability of a single VCSEL
or VCSEL array fabrication depends on several control param-
eters which, in order of sensitivity, are Al composition (unless
AlAs is used), oxidation temperature, initial mesa size, oxida-
tion time, AlGaAs layer thickness, and the spacing between two
devices. In preparation for calibration samples, not only their de-
sign, structure and process require careful control, the measure-
ments also need to be taken under the same conditions (same
oxidation depth, etc.) Then we can plug these parameters into
(21) or (25) to obtain the appropriate oxidation rates for actual
VCSEL structures.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a model for thermal oxidation of AlGaAs
using the continuity equation based on the principle of oxidant
mass conservation. Oxidant transport is found to be related to
the structure-dependent oxidation process. The model takes into
account several processing control parameters all in one single
equation and, therefore, can be easily applied to the process con-
trol of device fabrication. The relevant control parameters in the
device processing include layer thickness, oxidation tempera-
ture, oxidation time, spacing between two devices, Al compo-
sition, and mesa geometry. Theoretical calculations agree well
with reported experimental values. We also apply this model
to study the batch process control of VCSEL fabrication. It is
found that, in order of importance, the following parameters will
contribute to the fluctuation in the final aperture size: 1) Al com-
position (can be completely eliminated if AlAs is used); 2) ox-
idation temperature; 3) initial mesa size; 4) oxidation time; 5)
AlGaAs layer thickness; and 6) spacing between two devices.
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